In 1934, two astronomers in two of the most prescient papers in the astronomical literature coined the term “supernova,” hypothesized the existence of neutron stars, and knit them together with the origin of cosmic-rays to inaugurate one of the most surprising syntheses in the annals of science.

From the vantage point of 80 y, the centrality of supernova explosions in astronomical thought would seem obvious. Supernovae are the source of many of the elements of nature, and their blasts roil the interstellar medium in ways that inaugurate and affect star formation and structurally alter the visible component of galaxies at birth. They are the origin of most cosmic-rays, and these energetic rays have pronounced effects in the galaxy, even providing an appreciable fraction of the human radiation doses at the surface of the Earth and in jet flight. Prodigously bright supernovae can be seen across the Universe and have been used to great effect to take its measure, and a majority of them give birth to impressively dense neutron stars and black holes. Indeed, the radio and X-ray pulsars of popular discourse, novels, and movies are rapidly spinning neutron stars injected into the galaxy upon the eruption of a supernova (Fig. 1).

However, it was only with the two startlingly prescient PNAS papers by Baade and Zwicky (1, 2) in 1934 that the special character of “super-novae” (a term used for the first time in these papers) was highlighted, their connection with cosmic rays postulated, and the possibility of compact neutron stars hypothesized. (In the winter of 1933, Baade and Zwicky presented a preliminary version of these ideas at the American Physical Society Meeting at Stanford University.) To be sure, as early as 1921, in the famous Shapley–Curtis debate on the scale of the universe, Heber Curtis had stated that a division of novae into two magnitude classes “is not impossible” (3). However, before the Baade and Zwicky papers, astronomers had not developed the idea that supernovae, such as S Andromedae and the bright event studied by Tycho Brahe in 1572, must be distinguished from the more common novae. Moreover, before these papers, the concept of a dense “neutron star” the size of a city but with the mass of a star like the Sun, did not exist. In their own words (italics in original) (2): “With all reserve we advance the view that a super-nova represents the transition of an ordinary star into a neutron star, consisting mainly of neutrons. Such a star may possess a very small radius and an extremely high density.” In addition, the energetic class of explosions identified in the first paper (1) as “supernovae” naturally suggested to the authors in their second paper (2) that they could be the seat of production of the energetic particles discovered by Hess in 1911 (4). Baade and Zwicky state (2): “We therefore feel justified in advancing tentatively the hypothesis that cosmic rays are produced in the supernova process” (italics in original). Eighty years later, this remains the view of astrophysicists.
The concept of a supernova was rapidly accepted, and in the following years many examples were found (5–8). After all, the outsized blast waves that are the “supernova remnants” in our galaxy (Fig. 2), and the explosive transients seen in other galaxies (“island universes”) that astronomers had recently demonstrated were outside our galaxy and distant, had therefore to be extraordinarily energetic. However, the concept of a neutron star was initially met with skepticism, despite the theoretical calculations of Oppenheimer and Volkoff (9), and it was not until the discovery of radio pulsars in 1967 (10) more than 30 y later—and their interpretation as spinning neutron stars the next year (11)—that the concept of a neutron star was accepted and mainstreamed. Today, we know of many thousands of radio pulsars and neutron star systems, and their study engages many in the astronomical community.

As might have been anticipated, most of the quantitative results presented in the Baade and Zwicky papers from 1934 (1, 2) have not survived. However, the authors were motivated to posit a neutron star by the extraordinary energy they concluded the supernovae and neutron stars soon after the discovery of the neutron (14). However, as Yakovlev et al. (15) have clearly shown, Landau was thinking about a macroscopic nucleus and nowhere in that paper was the neutron mentioned. Landau’s paper (14) was in fact written before the discovery of the neutron, and incorporated the misunderstanding that quantum mechanics for nuclear processes required the violation of energy conservation. Hence, the appearance of Landau’s paper in 1932 was a coincidence. However, Landau did address what is now known as the “Chandrasekhar mass” for white dwarfs, and his concept of a compact star was a creative departure.

More than 250,000 papers have been written since, with either the words “supernova” or “neutron star” in their title or abstract (according to NASA’s Astrophysics Data System, adsabs.harvard.edu/abstract_service.html). Four Nobel Prizes in Physics have been awarded for work involving the supernovae and neutron stars in some way. As of 2014, more than 6,500 supernovae have been discovered. The theory of cosmic-ray acceleration in supernova remnants is now a well-developed topic in modern astrophysics. However, the leap of imagination shown by Baade and Zwicky in 1934 in postulating the existence of two new classes of astronomical objects, and in connecting three now central astronomical fields into one whole, still leaves one breathless. Even decades later, such a reaction continues to be a fitting tribute to these landmark PNAS papers (1, 2).
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Fig. 2. False-color X-ray images of the Tycho, Kepler, and Cassiopeia galactic supernova remnants. The different colors approximately reflect different elemental compositions. Red traces iron, green traces silicon, and blue traces calcium and iron blends. These supernova explosions occurred in 1572, 1604, and –1680 A.D., respectively. (Left, credit: X-ray: NASA/CXC/SAO, Infrared: NASA/JPL-Caltech; Optical: MPA, Calar Alto, Krause et al.), (Center, credit: NASA/CKC/UCSC/Lopez et al.), (Right, credit: NASA/CKC/SAO/Patnaude et al.) Images courtesy of the Chandra X-ray Center; data originally published in refs. 16–18, respectively.